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ABSTRACT
Information security research has investigated many malware programs as Trojan horse,
spyware, rootkits and worms. Various relevant strategies have been proposed to alleviate and
eradicate the cyber threats. Recently, the emergence of a new form of malware in cyberspace
known as ransomware has drawn attention of information security researchers. Imposing
serious threats to information assets, ransomware victimizes internet users by hijacking and
encrypting their ﬁles, and then demanding payment to get back access to the ﬁles. Seeking
system vulnerabilities, ransomware tries to seize control over the victim‟s ﬁles and system
until the victim agrees to the attacker‟s demands, usually by agreeing to transfer funds to the
designated online currency accounts such as bitcoin. In this thesis, we have extended the work
by focusing on indicator of compromises (IOCs) for ransomware using Cuckoo Sandbox.
These IOCs are used to set the base for the analysis and classification of the ransomware into
their respective class. Further, working for the implementation of the proposed idea, we have
automated the system using machine learning algorithms for the classification of ransomware
variants in the real time environment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first real time,
comprehensive and usable methodology to classify the ransomware in their respective classes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Introduction
In this digital era, to prevent the user machine from malware attack is becoming very
challenging task. One of the new kind of malware is spreading largely around the world i.e.
Ransomware. Ransomware is a malware that locks the system’s screen or encrypts the user’s
files to prevents and limit users from accessing their system. It’s a malicious code which can
enter into user machine either by email attachments or downloaded from malicious pages
through advertisements and encrypt or lock the user machine [26]. Ransomware operators
demands for ransom payments by the mode of bitcoins, other ransomware variants uses other
payment modes like iTunes, vouchers, and Amazon gift cards [21],[22],[6],[13]. Ransomware
malware can be broadly categorised as crypto ransomware and locker ransomware that
encrypts specific files and locks the entire system respectively. Some of the most prevalent
ransomware families are: Cryptolocker, Cryptowall, Locky, Winlocker, Teslacrypt,
Torrentlocker, Curve-Tor-Bitcoin Locker (CTB Locker) and many more.

1.2 Motivation
This research is motivated with the fact of increasing ransomware attacks. Recent attack of
ransomware was in may 2017 that covered 150 nations with approximately 200,000 systems
hacked in a day covering National health security primarily, which was later stopped by
MalwareTech accidently [14], earlier approximate 638 million ransomware attacks has been
made in 2016 and $209 million in ransoms were paid in the first quarter of 2016 alone [15]. It
has been shown that ransomware attack has a impact across all the sectors including
Education sector (13%), Government (23%), Finance sector (13%), Healthcare (3.5%),
Energy/utilities (3.4 %) and Retail sector (3.2) and its loss associated with corporate business
income/services, Personal identity information, Personal financial identity, Corporate loss of
digital assets, Corporate loss of financial assets and Personal health information [23].
Ransomware have got various variants that came up with updation to dominate the cyber
world with their attacks. Attack impact of ransomware variants contributes a lot to cyber
1

threat and losses as Cryptowall itself made 992 attacks during April 2014 and June 2015
[29],[7] contributing $343 million losses. CryptoLocker ransomware took over 200,000
computers earning fraud income of approximately $380,000 [8]. CTB Locker was claimed to
make $15,000 a month [11]. Teslacrypt extorted $76,522 from 163 victims between February
and April 2015 [27], further India was spotted first among all the countries attacked by
Teslacrypt in March-May 2016, attacking 11,674 users during this tenure in India [17].
TorrentLocker compromised approximately 10.5% of all Australian IP addresses to web
threats during the November 2014 [12],[30]. Winlocker along with their partners made
average month revenue of $1M [31].

1.3 Problem Statement
The problem statement consist with this research is first to identify the behaviour of the
ransomware and secondly classifies a new ransomware to its correct class based on the
similarity of the behaviours. For this we have analysed the ransomware samples which
belongs to different ransomware class/variants i.e. cryptowall, CTB Locker, Cryptolocker,
locky, teslacrypt, torrentlocker, and winlocker. Each ransomware variant has different
severity when it affected the user system. To identify the behaviour of ransomware we have
observed traces of calls performed by all processes spawned by the malware, file system
operations, network traffic trace and full memory dumps of the machines for three different
phases, that includes, pre infection phase (before getting executed in the system, like entering
the system through attachments) , while infection (at the time of execution what are the
changes being made in the system, like malicious process call) and post infection (after
execution modification made to the system). Our observations says that each ransomware
variant contain a unique feature which differentiate them from each other. Total 45 behaviour
of ransomware were obtained which formally are referred as an indicator of compromises.

Further machine learning techniques has been used for dynamically classifying new
ransomware into the correct ransomware class using indicator of compromises. Using these
algorithms we train our model to predict the class of the unknown ransomware sample. If
predicted class is same as the actual class, it is a correct classification, which in turn increases
the accuracy of the classifier. We have used five machine learning algorithms Support Vector
2

Machine, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis, K- nearest
neighbour, Complex Tree for classification and compare their accuracy with respect to
prediction of the class on new ransomware and found that complex tree gives best accuracy of
97.1% for our dataset.

1.4 Approach to problem in terms of technology used
Our work is categorised into two parts. In the first part we have analysed indicator of
compromises using Cuckoo sandbox tool over linux 14.2. Samples were executed in the
virtual operating system WindowsXP/ Windows 7.
In the second part i.e., system automation we have used MATLAB 2016 over Windows 10 to
design a classifier.

1.5 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 provides the overview of existing methodology and techniques used to prevent
from ransomware attack. Chapter 3 shows the novelty of the work and contribution made
towards the research community. Chapter 4 explains the methodology adopted in this research
work which includes overall work flow, collection of ransomware dataset, extraction of
indicator of compromises and automation details of the classifiers. Chapter 5 explained
implementation detail. Chapter 6 discuss results and findings of the implementation and
chapter 7 concluded our work with its future scope and contribution to this field.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
Along with awareness and education [16], ransomware study have moved forward toward the
technical ideas and implementation to stop its growth and increasing attacks. Initially
Signature based approach were used to identify the presence of ransomware, those static
analysis model focuses on analysing suspicious file and use signatures like code, frequency of
occurrence, executable processes and any cryptographic operations in the local drive and
compares them. Hence, these models lacks in the case of new variants with new signature and
new executable code for analysis. After that dynamic analysis approaches were used which
automatically creates an artiﬁcial, realistic execution environment and monitors how
ransomware interacts with that environment. UNVEIL is an dynamically approach which is
limited to Screen Locker and File locker variants of ransomware, identifying certain
behaviours like desktop attribute change, Input Output file buffers and Entropy change in File
system. But, dependency here lies on the virtual environment with limitation to just changes
on the desktop and ﬁle entropy, confining the work to post infection Phase [19].

Researchers for ransomware malware have focused on various features related to
ransomware, as any behaviour related to network can be categorised as network behaviour
and, approaches like Connection-Monitor & Connection- Breaker [1] are developed, this
approach is specific to network behaviour, that is based on tracking the communication of the
victims system with C&C server which is made using Domain Generating Algorithm for
various DNS, and alarming in case of suspicious request, which would later lead to the
connection breakage or say, preventing the communication of the secret key to the C&C
server. Resulting in the availability of the decryption key on the victims system, this can
further be used for data recovery without paying the ransom. But, this methodology lacks in
those cases where suspicious DNS request are not getting traced and in case of the appearance
of the new variant of the ransomware family Similar work focused on network based features
for analysis and detection of ransomware using HTTP traffic characteristics [4] for two
ransomware families namely CryptoWall and Locky; where it utilizes characteristics of the
network communication between the infected host and a proxy server to detect ransomware
data exchange. This is novel network traffic classification method which is based solely on
4

the size of the data inserted by the victim into outgoing sequence of HTTP POST messages.
This approach is effective only in the case where network connection between ransomware
and attackers C&C is detected with the known outgoing HTTP messages, else the process of
infection would continue without detection and the approach fails in the case of new variant
with different and new HTTP messages and mode of connection.
Another work focusing on network based analysis for generalised malware rather than only
for ransomware proposes a framework [20] that is presented for automated classification of
malware samples based on their network behaviour such as, IP addresses, port numbers and
protocols as well as dependencies between network activities. These profiles are modelled as
graphs and introduce a set of graph features that are found to be the most effective in
classifying malware samples. Here the aim is to discriminate between different malware
families and classify samples into their respected families. Using a dataset of labelled
malware samples, a classifier is trained for identifying the family of unknown samples. Here
various classification algorithms available in WEKA library on the malware dataset have been
applied and J48 decision tree was found to show the best result. Limitation of the work is that,
it is not specific to ransomware malware only rather this approach is for generalised
malwares, and, its confinement to network associated features which lacks when IP addresses
and port numbers are difficult to be analysed as in case of proxy browsers and servers.

Researchers have also focused on basic features of ransomware with respect to registry, file
system, Windows API call, and system analysis for the dynamic analysis of ransomware [26]
where EldeRan at first dynamically analyses in a sandboxed environment the traces of
samples coming from two datasets of ransomware and goodware. From these datasets,
EldeRan retrieves, and analyses, the following classes of features: windows API calls, registry
key operations, file system operations, set of file operations performed per file extension,
directory operations, dropped files, and strings. After this monitoring phase, a feature
selection algorithm is applied i.e., mutual information criterion is used to select the most
relevant ones. Further, for classification, work has resorted to the Logistic Regression
classiﬁer; shortening the training time, and, in many cases, to prevent overﬁtting. To analyse
all the dynamically-generated traces efficiently, feature parser is built. Limitation of this
approach is that, in the current settings, no other applications were running in the analysed
VM, except the ones coming packed with a fresh installation of Windows.

5

For generalised malware activity in the system with respect to file, registry, process, network,
plays a good contribution towards ransomware detection and prevention, by scalable malware
clustering through coarse-grained behaviour modelling [5] where a technique is introduced
that captures the interactions between malware and sensitive system resources at a higher
level of abstraction. The proposed coarse-grained behaviour modelling approach focuses on
four security-critical system resources that are widely attacked by malware: File, registry,
process and network operations. Further, feature encoding, feature extraction, feature
abstraction and feature pruning is done. Using achieved features, prototype based clustering
technique is used for malware clustering. But, this approach is for the generalised malwares
rather not for ransomware specific malwares and is also limited to the number of operations
on the defined resources under observation. Any activity apart from these operations may
provide a different angle of exploitation for the ransomware to attack on the victims system.

Similar interesting research has been done for android platform [28]. An automatic analysis
technique is used for detection of ransomware in mobile applications which uses .APK Files
structures of android application, critical path and data flow, malicious domain access,
malicious charges, and android permissions. The paper is lacking in the implementation.
Also various frameworks are proposed for ransomware analysis and infection prevention is
Ransomware Digital Extortion [2] where an author’s setup the Malware Detection as a
Service (MDaaS) system to provide malware detection, malware analysis and reporting
services using three environments for implementation; malware behaviour analysis
environment, malware code analysis environment and malware reporting environment.
Proposed framework is easy to understand but not so simple to be implemented.
Few researchers focused on the speciﬁc ransomware variant, such as Cryptolocker, and the
approach used was focusing on the payment way that the ransomware author used (here
bitcoin) [18], making the research limited to the deﬁned variant. Hence, earlier approaches do
not give any generalized solution for the detection. So, dynamic approach for the real time
environment is required to find basic characteristics of all the ransomware variants,
categorising them to their specific families, with the ability to identify the family of
previously unknown evasive ransomware that was not detected by the antimalware industry.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION
In this section, we present the novel contribution of our work in context of existing literature
for detection of ransomware.
1. Creation of Dataset – First contribution of our work is the creation of ransomware
dataset. We have created a data set of ransomware samples from malwr.com &
virusshare.com. Total 848 samples were collected which further are categorised into
seven ransomware families/variants Cryptowall, CTB Locker, Cryptolocker, Locky,
Teslacrypt, Torrentlocker, and Winlocker.
2. Defining indicator of compromises – Second contribution of this research is to
identify the ransomware indicator of compromises. For this all samples were executed
in CUCKOO sandbox which is a virtual environment used to execute the malicious
code and provides result in the form of JSON and HTML reports, which were used to
identify the behaviour/indicator of compromises (IOCs) of ransomware. Total 45
indicators of the compromises were identified. These IOCs were used to set the
baseline for the detection of the presence of the ransomware in the system.
3. Comparison with existing ransomware detection tools – To validate the identified
indicator of compromises or, a comparative study has been done with popular existing
ransomware detection tools. We found that no other tool is using all the IOCs.

4. Accuracy comparison of classifiers– Classifier predicts the actual class of the
ransomware on the basis of labelled trained dataset. Accuracy for any classifier is
measured by comparing the actual class and predicted class of the sample. Accuracy
increases when predicted class is same as the actual class. We have measured the
accuracy of five different classifiers (SVM, LDA, QDA, KNN, and Complex Tree) on
the basis of classification they did for the ransomware samples into their classes and
further compared the accuracy of these classifiers.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY
The methodology adopted in this research involves two broad steps: a) analyse the behaviour
of the ransomware and b) predicting the class of the new ransomware. In this chapter, we
explain these two aspects.

4.1 Data Collection
We collected ransomware samples from two repositories malwr.com 1 and virusshare.com2,
and verified them with using VirusTotal. Total 848 ransomware sample were downloaded and
classify them into seven ransomware families. We have crossed check the class of the each
ransomware sample from VirusTotal. Further we have divided the dataset into 678 samples
for training data and 170 samples for testing data.
Table 4.1 shows the number of samples that we have analysed corresponding to seven
ransomware variant. We analysed 239 samples of cryptolocker variant of ransomware of
which 208 were used for training purpose and 31 for testing purpose, 186 samples of
torrentlocker ransomware of which 125 were used for training purpose and 61 for testing
purpose, 181 samles of cryptowall ransomware of which 145 were used for training purpose
and 36 for testing purpose, 149 samples of locky ransomware of which 132 were used for
training purpose and 17 for testing purpose, 50 samples of teslacrypt ransomware of which 40
were used for training purpose and 10 for testing purpose, 36 samples of CTB locker
ransomware of which we used 28 for training purpose and 8 for testing purpose, and 7
samples of winlocker ransomware of which 5 were used for training purpose and 2 for testing
purpose.

1
2

https://malwr.com
https://virusshare.com
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Ransomware

Number of

Variants

samples

CryptoLocker

239

TorrentLocker

186

Cryptowall

181

Locky

149

TeslaCrypt

50

CTB Locker

36

Winlocker

7

Table 4.1: Number of samples corresponding to ransomware variants

4.2 Identification of Indicator of compromises
We have used CUCKOO sandbox to identify the indicator of compromises of ransomware
and its variants. Cuckoo sandbox provides a virtual environment to run and analyse the
suspicious files (documents, executable) and provide the detailed result that describes the
activities performed by malware in the form of JSON and HTML reports. Further we have
manually analysed JSON and HTML report corresponding to each sample and identified the
indicator of compromises. Total 45 indicators of compromises were obtained related to the
network activities, system activities, static activities and behavioural activities. These IOCs
are used as a feature set for our system to classify the new ransomware sample into its correct
class.
Table 4.2 shows the number of IOCs that we have identified specific to IOC category. Among
45 identified indicator of compromises 6 are categorised under network related IOC, 14 are
categorised under system related IOC, 6 are categorised under static related IOC, and 19 are
categorised under behavioural related IOC.

9

IOCs Categories

Number of
Activities

Network

6

System

14

Static

6

Behavioral

19

Table 4.2: Number of Activities specific to IOCs category

Indicators of compromise can be further explained as:

4.2.1 Network IOC
1. Performs HTTP request: The malware contacts the command and control server to
retrieve the public key before the encryption process begins on the victims system, as,
for each infection a public key - private key pair is generated and communicated at the
server side.
2. Connects to tor2web: To avoid it’s detection, malware uses the Tor2Web Bridge to
connect to the command & control server.
3. Too many DNS requests: To prevent the detection of command and control server too
many DNS requests are made in the network.
4. Too many nonexistent domain name responses: Creates too many Domain names
everytime and make a connection to each DNS till it gets a hit.
5. Requests to high entropy domain name: Using the randomness in the Domain
Generator Algorithms, malware generates high entropy domain names.
6. I2P requests: It creates an anonymous network for communication over the Internet,
communication in I2P is encrypted.

4.2.2 System IOC
1. Browser security setting changed: Changes browser security settings like, turning off
security and privacy settings and turning off automatic updates in the system, etc.
2. Deletes shadow copies: Shadow copy is a feature which is used to store snapshots of
files and directories and help users restore files in case of loss. Ransomware deletes
10

shadow copies using VSSADMIN command line tools.
3. Disable windows error recovery startup: Windows Error Recovery Service
(WERSVC) is disabled during startup of the system.
4. Disables startup repairs: It is done to prevent fixation of problems such as missing or
damaged system files.
5. Disables UAC: It is disabled to get the complete admin access without any
interference.
6. Disable Task Manager: It is disabled to hide the details about the processes running on
the system.
7. Stops windows security center service and prevents it from starting up on boot: This
includes firewall settings, windows automatic updating, anti-malware software
settings, internet security settings, and user account control settings.
8. Stops windows defender service and prevents it from starting up on boot: To avoid
getting detected in the real time environment and scanned by the defender to be
removed from the system.
9. Stops windows update service and prevent it from starting up on boot: Stops from
managing patches and updates to the windows OS.
10. Stops Error reporting service and prevents it from starting up on boot: Stops the
tracking and addressing errors relating to the operating system, windows components,
and applications.
11. Firewall disabled: Firewall is disabled by malware to prevent its detection while
entering into the system.
12. Antivirus disabled: Antivirus disabled in order to prevent its detection from the
updated malware database for static analyses.
13. Stops background intelligence transfer service and prevents it from starting up on
boot: Background intelligence transfer service is most commonly used by windows to
download updates to your local system.
14. Renames file to executable: By hiding the original fine and renaming the copied file
with the modified data intended to attack the system processes.

4.2.3 Static IOC
1. Compiled recently: All recently compiled files before performing there
functionality.
11

2. Recently downloaded: Includes recently downloaded files that may be
compressed.
3. Packed/obfuscated: Packed and obfuscated files may contain malicious content.
4. Reported infected by YARA: Based on textual and binary patterns like strings and
basic signatures YARA identifies and classifies malware samples.
5.

Imports crypto libraries: It imports crypto libraries for encryption (will come up
with other commonly imported libraries by ransomware once the cuckoo analysis
is ready).

6. Process signature (raise level of confidence with verification): Process signature to
avoid the detection of the distortion that may exist with the presence of
ransomware in the system.

4.2.4 Behavioral IOC
1. Fingerprints the system: This includes SystemBiosDate, Machine GUID, Digital
Product ID.
2. Tries to unhook windows function: Keyboard event hooking to disable special keys
(interrupt keys).
3. Tries to detect virtual environment: A lot of malware samples check the execution
environment, and if it is unwanted the execution unexpectedly finishes.
4. Dropped files: Downloads and executes payload like: exe’s and dll’s.
5. Periodic Activity: sleep/loop to delay analysis.
6. Untrusted Processes spawning/injecting into OS processes: Injects its payload into OS
processes and kills itself. Payload is executed with OS processes (explorer.exe,
svchost.exe).
7. Temp Directory: Copy, download and execute in temp directories in order to perform
without intervention as this folder simply contain temporary files.
8. AppdataRoaming: Specific to particular application, it includes runtime state, user
preference and other settings. These are used by the malwares to hide their application
related information.
9. AppDataLocal Directory: Hidden folder to protect user data, like: cookies, toolbar
setting, and Internet Explorer browsing history.
10. ProgramData Directory: These directories are application specific rather than user
specific used by ransomware.
12

11. Links to crypto libraries during runtime: Links to crypto libraries (that comes up with
other commonly imported libraries) for encryption purpose during run time.
12. WinCrypt API used- BOOL WINAPI CryptDecrypt(): For encryption decryption and
digital signature, using crypto API functions.
13. Create RWX memory: Stack based buffer overflow is a possible attack through RWX
memory.
14. Create hidden files: Hide directories with encryption.
15. Delete original files from disk: After creating a copy with encryption on it at the new
location, ransomware deletes the original file from the disk, in order to prevent
restoration from backup.
16. Suspicious registry entry: A registry entry that maintains all the logs will have
suspicious entry too, if true with respect to malware activities.
17. Mimics file times of a windows system files: File time of the windows file system that
defines the date and time stamp of every operation on the file is modified in
accordance with the malware.
18. OS process encryption – writes to target files (also during infection): Using
asymmetric encryption.
19. Encrypts File/Directories: Encrypts files, directories and file name.

4.3 Comparison with ransomware detection tools
We have done comparative studies with the five popular existing ransomware detection tools
i.e., HitmanPro, Cryptomonitor, Bitdefender, Cryptoprevent, CryptoDropto know what
indicator of compromises they are using to identify the ransomware [3],[9],[10],[24],[25].
After the comparison we found that our research introduced a new indicator of compromise
i.e. delete shadow copy which were not used by others tool for the detection of ransomware.
And also we found the all 45 IOC that we have obtained are not being used together by any of
the ransomware detection and prevention tool.
Table 4.3 shows the comparison of 5 ransomware detection tools (HitmanPro, Cryptomonitor,
BitDefender, Cryptoprevent and CryptoDrop) with respect to 45 indicators of compromises.
Table describes the IOCs that are being used by these ransomware detection tools.
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IOCs

Hitman

Cryptom

Bit

Cryptopr

Crypto

Pro

onitor

Defender

event

Drop

Network IOCs


Perform HTTP requests



Connect to tor2web



Too many DNS requests



Too many non-existing domain name



responses
Request to high entropy domain names






I2P requests
System IOCs
Browser security setting changed



Delete shadow copies






Disable startup repair







Disable UAC



Disable Task manager



Stops windows security center service













and







and











Disable windows error recovery on
startup

and prevents it from starting up on boot
Stops windows defender service and
prevents it from starting up on boot
Stop

windows

update

service

prevents it from starting up on boot
Stops

error

reporting

service

prevents it from starting up on boot
Firewall disabled



AV disabled



Stops background intelligent transfer



service and prevents it from starting up
from boot
Renames file to executable











Static IOCs
Compiled recently
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Recently downloaded





Packed/obfuscated





Import Crypto libraries





Process signature



















Reported infected by Yara


Behavioral IOCs


Tries to unhook windows function
Tries to detect virtual environment
Fingerprints the system





Dropped files













Periodic Activity








Temp directory











AppDataRoaming Directory











AppDataLocal Directory











ProgramData Directory









Links to crypto libraries during run time









Untrusted processes spawning/injecting
into target processes



WinCrypt API used
Create RWX memory









Create hidden files











Delete original files from disk











Suspicious registry entry





Mimics file times of a windows system

















file
OS process encryption writes totarget



files
Encrypts files/directory





Table 4.3: Considered IOCs in Ransomware Detection & Prevention Tools

4.4 Finding most relevant IOCs
Relevancy of IOCs is described on the basis of features which were shown by all the samples
of that particular class. Every class of ransomware shows some IOCs that are unique to that
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ransomware class. We have analysed eleven unique IOCs amongst all forty five IOCs and
found to which ransomware class these IOCs belongs to.

4.5 System Automation
We have quantified the IOCs and automated the system for ransomware classification into
their respective class using machine learning techniques. We have used 5 machine learning
algorithms:
1. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
2. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
3. Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA)
4. Complex tree
5. K- nearest neighbour (KNN)

Through these techniques system is trained and then tested for ransomware sample
classification into their respective classes. Training of the system is done with labelled dataset
and testing of the system is done with known unlabelled dataset. Further, accuracy of the
system is checked by comparing the actual and predicted class for each sample.

4.6 Flow Diagram
Figure 4 shows the overview of research methodology adopted. Our work flow can be further
explained as:
Step 1: In this step we have collected ransomware samples from two repositories i.e.,
malwr.com and virusshare.com, along with the cross verification with VirusTotal and
executed these samples in virtual environment using Cuckoo sanbox tool.
Step 2: In this step we have manually analysed JSON and HTML reports for all the executed
samples.
Step 3: In this step we identified and found 45 indicators of compromises.
Step 4: In this step we have done comparative analysis of five ransomware detection and
prevention tools with respect to identified 45 IOC.
Step 5: In this step we have analysed eleven most important IOCs for ransomware.
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Step 6: In this step we have defined IOCs for all the seven ransomware classes.
Step 7: In this step we have created dataset for ransomware with associated IOCs by assigning
binary values for presence and absence of IOC to the respective sample. We have labelled our
dataset based on the feature set that we have analysed in previous step.
Step 8: In this step we have used five classifiers over MATLAB to automate our system. Here
we have trained our system with the training dataset.
Step 9: In this step we have tested our trained system over our unlabelled testing dataset with
five different classifiers. This step classifies known unlabelled ransomware samples of seven
different classes into their correct respective class.
Prediction of the unlabelled ransomware sample is done using our classifier. Correctly
predicting the class of the sample increases the accuracy of the classifier. We have observed
Complex Tree showing the best results for our dataset by correct classifying 97.1% of our
unlabelled test ransomware samples to their respective class.

Figure 4.6: Shows the overview of research methodology adopted
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS & LESSONS LEARNT
This section explained an implementation detail that includes dataset creation, feature set
extraction and accuracy analysis of classifiers used to provide the training and testing of
ransomware samples.

5.1 Dataset
Ransomware malware samples are collected from two repositories malwr.com and
virusshare.com. 848 ransomware samples are analysed by execution in virtual environment
using Cuckoo Sandbox. These ransomware samples cover 7 ransomware families:
Cryptowall, CTB Locker, Cryptolocker, locky, teslacrypt, torrentlocker, and winlocker.

5.1.1 Training dataset
We have used 80% samples of our dataset for training purpose. We have identified critical
IOCs associated with all the classes along with the labelling corresponding to each sample.
Labelling here defines the class of ransomware to which a particular sample belongs to. Based
on critical IOCs and labelling, corresponding to each sample we have trained our machine. So
that further, any new sample can be easily classified under their respective class based on the
feature they shows.

5.1.2 Testing dataset
For testing we have used 20% samples of our dataset. We have given known unlabelled Test
dataset to the trained machine, to check the accuracy of classification of these samples into
their actual class. Accuracy of the machine is checked by comparing between the actual and
predicted classes of the samples.

5.2 Feature Set
We have Identified 11 critical IOCs with respect to 7 ransomware classes, each class is
showing some set of IOCs. We have defined specific set of IOCs with respect to every class,
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which uniquely classifies the samples to their respective class based on the set of features
ransomware shows.
Table 5.2 shows the indicator of compromises corresponding to each class. We have total
seven classes of ransomware and every class is associated with some specific set of IOCs
which are here defined as features f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9, f10, f11.

Classes

f1

f2

f3

f4

f5

f6

f7

f8

f9

f10

f11

Cryptowall













×

×







Cryptolocker



×



×



×

×

×

×



×

CTB Locker

×

×

×

×



×

×

×

×



×

Locky



×







×

×

×

×

×

×

Teslacrypt



×



×



×

×

×

×





Torrentlocker



×



×



×

×

×

×



×

Winlocker

×

×

×

×

×

×





×

×

×

Table 5.2: Set of IOCs shown by ransomware classes

f1: Delete Shadow Copy
f2: I2P Anonymity Network
f3: Connect to tor2web
f4: Request to high Entropy Domain Name
f5: File Encryption
f6: Encrypts File Name
f7: Locks Screen
f8: Deletes original Files from disk
f9: Import and Links to Crypto Libraries
f10: Packed/obfuscated
f11: Create RWX memory
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5.3 Classification
For classification of the ransomware samples to their respective classes we have used five
supervised machine learning classifiers. On the basis of labelled training dataset these
classifiers trains the system, which is used for classification of the ransomware into their
respective classes.

5.3.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM): It is a classifier used for classification and regression
based on training data, making it a supervised learning algorithm that is used for prediction of
the data into their respective classes. This model is used with the labelled dataset for training,
and based on the provided training it rearranges and maps the unlabelled dataset into their
decision boundaries.
5.3.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA): This classifier is based on linear combination of
features with dimensionality reduction for classification under two or more classes. Prediction
here is made on the basis of statistical properties such as, mean & variance, of the Gaussian
data associated with each class.
5.3.3 Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA): This classifier is based on quadratic score
function and separate covariance matrix of each class into which data is to be classified. This
technique has quadratic decision boundaries making it more flexible.
5.3.4 K-nearest neighbour (K-NN): This classifier classifies unknown data point to known
classes based on the similarity measures like distance function with the nearest neighbours.
This method works well with multiple classes, here value of K defines, and how many
neighbours influence the classification.
5.3.5 Complex Tree: This classifier predicts the classification for the target data, based on
the input labelled data points. Classification flows from top to bottom, checking for the
validity at each branch. Complex tree with many leaves gives highly accurate results, where
each leaf of the tree is labelled with the class, here the training phase is based on recursive
partitioning of the sub tree for learning.
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5.4 System Architecture
Figure 5.4: depict the system architecture of the work that comprises of analysis system &
automated.

Figure 5.4: Shows the system architecture that comprises of analysis system & automated

5.4.1 Analysis System: In the first part of this work ransomware samples were collected and
executed in the virtual isolated environment using Cuckoo Sandbox. After execution, 45
indicators of compromises were observed for every sample by detailed analysis of JSON and
HTML reports. We have also done comparative study of other ransomware detection and
prevention tools to get to know the state of the art. We also found 11 most important
ransomware specific IOCs which are categorised for each ransomware class. Further, we used
labelled dataset for training purpose and known unlabelled dataset for testing purpose.
5.4.2 Automated System: Our automated system predicts the class of the ransomware sample
with the help of training dataset. We have used 5 classifiers (KNN, SVM, LDA, QDA, and
Complex Tree) for system automation and classification. Further based on the predicted and
actual class of the ransomware we found the accuracy of the classifier. At last we have done
accuracy comparison of all the classifiers.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS & DISCUSSION

This section discusses the observations while execution of the ransomware samples in cuckoo
sandbox and analysis of IOCs on the basis of those observations. Also we have further
discussed the evaluation metrics and accuracy results to predict the class of new ransomware.

6.1 Observation in analysis phase
This section explains our study based on the observations we noted in the analysis phase,
where we executed ransomware samples in CUCKOO sandbox to identify indicator of
comprmonises.
6.1.1 Observation for winlocker ransomware
First we are showing the change in the desktop made by the winlocler ransomware. Figure
6.1.1(a) is showing the desktop before ransomware execution further figure 6.1.1(b) is
showing the changes made on the desktop after ransomware execution. It shows that
winlocker ransomware locked the systems screen and restricts the user access to any
directories. Figure 6.1.1(c) shows the snapshot of the HTML report generated by Cuckoo
sandbox for winlocker ransomware after execution in virtual environment. HTML reports
displayed that no network connections were made by this winlocker ransomware.
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Figure 6.1.1(a) Desktop snapshot before ransomware execution

Figure 6.1.1(b) Desktop snapshot after ransomware execution with no applications available
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Figure 6.1.1(c) Snapshot of cuckoo sandbox HTML report for winlocker ransomware,
showing no network related behaviour

Through this feature we observed the screen locking behaviour of winlocker ransomware
where it didn’t made any network connection for encryption rather, simply locked the screen
and later popped a message of ransomware attack and payment mode description.

6.1.2 Observation for crypto ransomware
While executing other crypto ransomware samples we observed few changes in the desktop as
captured by cuckoo sandbox. Figure 6.1.2(a) shows the language selection option getting
triggered by the ransomware. Then we observed the installation of unlocker tool by this
ransomware, figure 6.1.2(b) shows the quick installation feature selection for unlocker. Which
then agrees to all the term and conditions as a legitimate user as shown in figure 6.1.2(c).
Through figure 6.1.2(d) we observed the successful installation of unlocker tool by this
ransomware. Unlocker is a tool that is used to delete any file by bypassing the locks and
access privileges on the file. Hence file deletion feature of crypto ransomware was identified
here.
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Figure 6.1.2(a) Desktop snapshot after crypto ransomware execution, showing language
selection
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Figure 6.1.2(b) Desktop snapshot after crypto ransomware execution, showing quick
installation feature selecion for unlocker installation
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Figure 6.1.2(c) Desktop snapshot after crypto ransomware execution, showing ransomware
agreement to all the terms and conditions as a legitimate user
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Figure 6.1.2(d) Desktop snapshot after crypto ransomware execution, showing successful
installation of unlocker for files deletion
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6.2 Observation and analysis with malware detection tool
We also ran few of the ransomware samples on our machine to cross check the criticality of
ransomware sample with one of the malware detection tool installed on our machine.
This tool generates the score for every activities and processes getting executed on the
system. A threshold is defined based on this score value that categorise the affected system in
which state it lies. Figure 6.2(a) shows the installed malware detection tool on system
displaying the global threat level as safe, low, medium, high and critical.

Figure 6.2(a) Installed malware detection tool showing global threat level
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Before ransomware execution: Before ransomware execution score displayed by this
ransomware detection tool was 135 as displayed in figure 6.2(b), explaining the system to be
in a low global threat level state.

Figure 6.2(b) Malware detection tool showing global threat level before ransomware
execution
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After cryptowall ransomware execution: After the execution of cryptowall ransomware this
tool displayed the score of 967 as can be seen in figure 6.2(c), alarming the system with a
high global threat level state.

Figure 6.2(c) Malware detection tool showing global threat level after cryptowall ransomware
execution
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Post execution we found our files encrypted and in every folder and drive that were affected
by cryptowall ransomware, we found a new file placed as given in figure 6.2(d), with a
message of getting affected by ransomware and the links for the payment through bitcoins as
given in figure 6.2(e).

Figure 6.2(d) Drive containing new file named as ‘how_recover+std’, created by ransomware
with information of encryption and ransom to be paid
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Figure 6.2(e) File named ‘how_recover+std’, created by ransomware with information of
encryption and ransom to be paid
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6.3 Evaluation Matrix
To check for the efficiency of our classifier on identified IOCs, we statistically measured the
performance on the basis of accuracy, precision, and recall. Accuracy tells for how often
classification of the samples is done correctly. We use confusion matrix for further
explanation.

Predicted

Predicted

NO

YES

Actual NO

TN

FP

Actual YES

FN

TP

Table 6.3: Evaluation matrix for actual and predicted results

Entries in the confusion matrix table 6.3 shows for how the number of samples were classified
by the classifier, for example: True Positive (TP) is the number of samples classified correctly
in their respective classes, False positive (FP) is the number of samples classified incorrectly
in different classes. Using the confusion matrix we can calculate precision, recall and
accuracy as:

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/Total

6.4 Classification Results
We now describe the results of our experimental setup for classification. We have used five
supervised classifiers for automation: Complex Tree, SVM, QDA, LDA, and KNN.
Experiment was conducted using Matlab 2016 on windows 10 operating system. In the
experimental setup we statistically measured the performance of the classification on the basis
of accuracy that the classifier shows.
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6.4.1 Evaluation on the basis of graphs for actual and predicted class
Figure 6.4.1 shows the Graphs, that are reflecting blue (actual class of sample) and red
(predicted class of sample) lines in XY Plane for 170 test samples. Overlapping of these lines
shows that predicted class is similar to actual class. More is the overlapping, more is the
accuracy and less will be misclassification. These classifiers trained the system on the basis of
labelled training dataset of ransomware and tested over known unlabelled ransomware
dataset. Overlapping of the actual and predicted classes implies the correct classification. In
graphs we can see that KNN shows least overlapping giving minimum accuracy and Complex
tree graph shows the maximum overlapping giving maximum accuracy of classification. We
also observed that QDA works better then LDA and SVM for our dataset. Further, we need to
maximize our training dataset in order to achive best classification results with our test
dataset.

Actual Class
Predicted Class

Figure 6.4.1: Graphs shows the overlapping of actual and predicted class for all the classifiers
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6.4.2 Accuracy Evaluation on the basis of confusion matrix
In our research Complex Tree shows the best classification giving the accuracy of 97.1%.
Table 6.4.2 lists the accuracy of all the supervised classifiers used for the classification of our
data samples into their respective classes. Complex Tree classifier shows the best result
giving 97.1% accuracy of classification.

Algorithm

Number of

Number of

Accuracy

Correctly

Misclassified

Classified Samples

Samples

Complex Tree

165

5

97.1%

QDA

141

29

82.9%

LDA

119

51

70.0%

SVM

99

71

58.2%

KNN

84

86

49.4%

Table 6.4.2: Accuracy comparison of all the classifiers

Hence, our system works best with the Complex Tree classifier for the classification of the
ransomware malware to their respective class/family.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
We presented a solution for ransomware classification into their respective family/class on the
basis of feature they show. For this, in the first part of our study we focused on the analysis of
Indicator of compromises of ransomware by using Cuckoo sandbox, through which we found
45 IOCs relative to seven ransomware families. Also, other ransomware detection and
prevention tools were analysed, for comparative analysis of the feature set being used. Further
we extracted 11 most important IOCs for ransomware; set of some specific to every class. At
last we implemented an automated system by using supervised machine learning classifiers to
classify the ransomware samples to their respective 7 classes that we have worked on. For this
we used 80% of our dataset for training purpose and 20% for testing purpose. We used five
machine learning classifiers getting best results for Complex tree with the accuracy of 97.1%.

7.2 Future Work
Now we discuss how we can further improve our work, installation of Cuckoo sandbox and
execution of ransomware to analyse indicator of compromises was one of the major challenge
faced during the analysis phase of this work. Hence, a system can be designed to automate
this analysis phase to reduce the time for the analysis of indicator of compromises for any
ransomware sample. Also, future work can be to cover all possible ransomware families in
order to classify any existing ransomware sample into their respective class using our
automated system.
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